Floor Care and Appliances

MAGNESIUM® RS
At 7.7 pounds the MAGNESIUM® RS is the lightest ORECK® to
date, easily lifted with one finger, thanks to its magnesium-steel
alloy frame, which also makes it incredibly durable. Architectural,
fashion forward, futuristic, it’s a cleaner that fits in even the most
modern homes but finds function in form with easy swiveling
vacuum head and a lay-flat, low profile which allows it to slip
easily under couches and around furniture.

ORECK® has earned its reputation for making the finest vacuums available
and providing premium service. Originally a manufacturer of vacuums for
the hotel industry, ORECK® is driven by a singular, consumer-satisfying goal:
to provide easy-to-use, lightweight, and durable vacuums and other cleaning
tools — each with exceptional power — for every room in the house.

Products and Technology
Products

• Cleaning Systems and Air Purification
• Cleaning Solutions

• Upright – Bagged and Bagless

Technology

• Canister – Bagged and Bagless

• Saniseal® bag system, QuickSwitch®,
SlimSwivel™, HEPA media, Easy Snap Cord
Clip, Truman Cell® Technology,
PATH™ filtration system

• Stick
• Handheld Vacuums
• Carpet Washers and Solutions
• Hard Floor Cleaners and Solutions
• Steam Cleaners and Cleaning Solutions
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Distribution
• 387 Exclusive and authorized stores in
major US Metropolitan Areas, National
Commercial Accounts, Catalogue, QVC,
Amazon & Oreck.com online, Axe Houghton
in Canada

Commercial Orbiter®
One of the most versatile machines for
commercial use, the durable ORECK®
ORBITER® can safely deep clean nearly
any surface found in a commercial setting.
Orbital drive and the ability to add a variety
of cleaning pads allows the unique cleaner
to take on carpet, wood, vinyl, ceramic,
marble and concrete flooring.

Commercial XL® Upright
with Permanent Belt
The XL® Permanent Belt model offers the
same light weight and ergonomic handle,
but goes even further in ease of use.
Advanced circuitry protects from jams
and broken belts, its 40-foot cord is easily
replaced, a lay-flat design allows access
to hard-to-reach places, and a high-speed
double helix brushes pairs with a wide
cleaning path for ultimate efficiency.

For decades, the ORECK® family of consumers has expressed
their affinity for the benefits of owning an ORECK®. That’s why
ORECK® is committed to making products, including lightweight
upright vacuums, bagless vacuums, convenient hand-held
models, versatile steam mops and a family of air purifiers,
which make cleaning just a little bit easier for all its customers.

Commercial XL® 8lb Upright
Because they are the original inspiration
to the brand, ORECK® continues to innovate
for commercial users. The XL® is no exception,
allowing workers to work smarter, not harder,
because it weighs just under 8lbs. An ergonomic
handle that received the Ease-of-Use
Commendation from the Arthritis Foundation®*
also helps ease the workload.

* ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION is a registered trademark of Arthritis Foundation, Incorporated
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